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"IN

A SORDID SLIME

CHRIST DIED TO MAKE MEN UNHOLY,
MEN DIE TO MAKE US RICH;
OUR GOD IS MARCHING ON.

HARMONIOUS,

LET

GREED WAS BORN IN YONDER DITCH;
WITH A LONGING IN HIS BOSOM
FOR OTHER'S GOODS AN ITCH;

--Mark Twain, The Battle Hymn

of the Republic Brought down to
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Allen Proposes New Format
For xToo Nostalgic' INDEX
by Michael Allen
Editor, "Index"
While the Index staff awaits
the 1968 yearbook, expected
here before second semester,
we have been wondering whether the Index should exist at

all.

newspaper material (eg. VolksAvis). We
wagen,
want to make this book a readable,
enjoyable publication, one that
you will enjoy reading and that
we or some will enjoy creating.
I think you get the point. We
want we ne,ed a new approach
to revive a rather
publication.
A final note to seniors, sections,
clubs, and any other large group
(ie. independents, freshman girls) :
we want to make the Index more
than a passive record of rows of
faces and pages of
clubs. We are encouraging the
seniors to submit any printable
photograph of themselves if they
were displeased with Delmar or
with portraits generally.
We would like to suggest that
sections, clubs and independents,
and (yes!) even freshman women
consider ways of getting their
groups together in a photographically interesting way (like sitting
in trees at Miller's pond, or anything other than rows of faces) .
We would much rather print that
than a composite, and it will cost
you nothing. The question to sections and clubs is this: are you
willing to display your own brand
of vitality in the book? Or are you
content to be presented as so many
faces?
Alka-seltze-

r,

too-nostalg-

.

We think it should,
with much remaking.

but

And we feel the whole campus
should think and talk about the
so that
ideas in this
the book published this year will
be received with understanding.
When you look at an Index,
what do you notice? Photographs.
O.K., that's where our first reform begins. Instead of the Index
trying to beg, blackmail, entice or
student phootherwise strong-artographers into working for it,
we're trying this year with the
tables turned the Index is going
to work for photographers.
A Photography 399 course has
been established under the auspices of Index with aid from other
student publications. The work of
that class will form the majority
of the book's photographic content. We supply free film and access to the (soon to open . . . maybe?) darkroom in Lowry Center
and they supply us with photographs good ones.
If you've ever looked closely at
an Index, you will also discover
of all things! words in the book.
Most of them aren't worth reading,
so you usually don't. Instead of
things like "This year we . . .
it rained
the elms, the paths
etc. (once
on Color Day
you've read one yearbook . . . ),
we're going to try some new
things.
VOICE
Rather than
what
less
than
tells
that
you
copy
a good photograph can (much
less), we've thought of merging
graphics and words, a la Sr. Mary
Corita, in a manner more akin to
advertising than to front page
re-maki-

ng

m
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re-assem-

ble

Lawrence Offered
Terminal Contract
Floyd Lawrence, Instructor
in English, reportedly will not
return to Wooster next fall.
Lawrence has been offered a
terminal contract which would
allow him to continue to teach
through June of 1970 after which
time he would have to leave.
Informed sources say Lawrence's original contract with the
College was concluded with an
agreement that contract renewal
would be conditional upon completion of his doctoral work. Lawrence has a B.A. from Dubuque
and an M.A. from Cornell. He
has not completed work on his
doctorate.
Lawrence expressed appreciation to students and friends irritated at his dismissal but said
that because of highly personal
factors he feels were part of the
decision he could not encourage
an active defense against his release.
A representative of the Teaching

Staff and Tenure Committee which
made the decision on Lawrence's
contract declined to make a public
statement on the decision.
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Catholic Professor

y
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D. Ann Middlebrook offers the Pearl of Virtue to onlookers
Dwight Stauffer in "The Summoning of Everyman."

(from left) Jon Harwood and

Piny, Exhibit, Concert. Open New Y
Gift Print Collection Opens Today

15th Century Play
By Little

and 17 th Century Print- makers of Northern Europe, the
exhibition to be on view at the
has
Art Center from Jan. 10-3been selected from the John Taylor
Arms Collection, a gift of Ward
M. and Miriam C. Canaday to
the College of Wooster.
The printmakers of this area
and period, brought to full flower
the techniques of woodcut, etching
and engraving, which had originated in northern Europe late in
16

Theatre

1,

John F. Baird's version of the
theater classic The Summoning of
Everyman will be presented by the
College's Little Theater tonight and
tomorrow, at 8:15 p.m. in Scott
Auditorium.
The play, dating from the 15th
century when it was presented in
churches of that era, deals with
the struggle of virtues and vices
for the soul of man.

Stuyck, a freshman
who starred in Beyond the Fringe
last fall, plays the lead role of
Father Edward P. Brennan "Everyman." John Slack, another
has been appointed an instruc
freshman, portrays "Fellow" ;
tor in the Department of Re- Marilyn Evans, a freshman, is
ligion for the second semester "Good Deeds"; and Urlene Brown,
of the 1968-6- 9
academic year. His
appointment was approved by the 1968 Homecoming Queen, is
"Knowledge;
Board of Trustees Wednesday.
r ather Brennan, who received
Baird's version, written in the
his B.A. from Borromeo College
will be directed by Dr.
(Wickliffe, Ohio) and S.T.B. and 1930's,
S.T.L. degrees from Gregorian William Craig, Chairman of the
University in Rome, is now a College's Speech Department.
Ph.D. candidate in a, joint pro
gram at the University of Pitts
Students who are leaving
burgh and Pittsburgh Theological
the
second semester for an
Seminary.
program (Miles
Father Brennan has taught at
Exchange, semester abroad,
St. John College, Notre Dame ColGLCA programs, etc.), or who
lege and John Carrol University in
Cleveland.
At Wooster he will expect to withdraw or transteach Introduction to Christian fer are requested to notify the
Theology, Modern Religious Office of the Personnel Deans
Ihmkers and will advise students so that their records can be
so corrected. Roommates of
in Independent Study.
Father Brennan's appointment departing students should
culminates a search for a priest contact the Assistant Deans of
Men or Women to make
to provide the Catholic viewpoint
rooming rearrangements.
to various Religion Department
course offerings.
Jan-Piete-

Chorus Performs
Haydn Oratorio

r

Joins Religion Staff

off-camp-

secuHaydn's seldom-hearlar oratorio, The Seasons, will
be performed here Sunday
d

evening in the Chapel by the
Wooster Concert Choir.
Guest soloists and orchestra will
appear with the choir, under the
direction of Dr. R. T. Gore.
The Seasons was written about
1800 at the urging of Baron van
Swieten, who provided the German
text for The Creation, a second,

us

I

more religious Haydn oratorio.
The text, with its pictures of 18th
century village life, deals with the
seasons of the year, starting with
Spring.
The Seasons has not been heard
here since 1955. Robert Shaw
directed the work in Cleveland
two years ago, and it has been
recorded repeatedly.
Soloists in Sunday's performance will be Eileen Davis, soprano;
Rex Eikum, Bowling Green, tenor;
and John Boyer, baritone.
Reserved seat tickets ($2) and
general admission (Si) are on sale
at the Department of Music, Merz
Hall; at Lowry Center; and will
be available at the door.

equirenieErt Iniphasizes Imp ortence

attendance credits.
Dave Twining, the Dean's assistant in charge of chapel, said
the decision not to distribute cards
was unrelated to SGA plans. He
said the decision was made because (a) both Scott Auditorium
and the Chapel would be in use
and there were not enough moni

the 14th century. It is highly
probably that the art of woodcut
derived from the printing of textiles from woodblocks and that engraving developed from the art of
goldsmiths. Both Albrecht Durer
and Martin Schongauer were the
sons of goldsmiths and
in that art.
Almost all early woodcuts and
engravings were religious in subject, purchased by pilgrims as we
would purchase a picture postcard.
Only later did they present a more
general subject matter in the development of landscape etching,
and the introduction of historical
and mythological subjects and
This development is seen
in the work of Albrecht Durer, and
carried further by the Dutch in
the work of Jacob Buysdael,
n
van de Velde, and the great
master Rembrandt van Rijn. The
Frenchmen Jacques Callot, Claude
Gellee dit Lorraine, and Jean Mor-i- n
continued this tradition.
well-verse-

d

pro-traitur-

e.

Ad-riane-

Rabadash Still

A

Thistle Publication
Rabadash, the
publication of Thistle,
threatened briefly with a withdrawal of funds prior to
semi-periodic-

al

Christmas recess, has now been
assured funds through the first
semester. Funds for second semester are conditioned on a budget
similar to that of each academic
department at the end of each
semester.
As a result of discussions

and

correspondence initiated by Richard Morgan, Thisde Editor, with
Galpin last spring and continued
through this fall, Thistle was promised a budget of $1,500 to be allocated from student activity fees.
The promise, however, came from
the Dean of Students Lawrence
Riggs prior to necessary Board
approval.
To receive the funds, Thistle had
been instructed to provide a bal
anced budget and an acceptable
bookkeeping system. Having complied with these instructions,
Thistle was notified that funds
were available. The treasurer's office refused to release funds, however, when it could find no record
of Board approval. The request
had never been taken to the Board.

After discussing this subject
with various people. I believe the
statement below is a fair, brief
presentation of the basic reasons
given in support of some form of
attendance requirement at College
convocation and assembly programs. My personal summarization
of numerous conversations on the
Dean of Students Lawrence subject is as follows:
Riggs, asked to make some sort of
The College of Wooster has a
statement on the administration's
reasons for required chapel, has requirement for attendance at conreleased the following statement in vocation programs. This require
The Board finally considerel the
Johnthe form of a letter to Mark
ment provides liberal choice of a request at its December meeting
minimum number of attendances and at that time refused the
son, Editor of VOICE.
Dear Mark:
(Continued on Page 6)
on Pago 6)

tors to cover the two buildings,
(b) the conflict with class schedules meant not all students would
be free to attend, (c) people from
the town would have confused the
successfully squelched when cards card system and (d) people com
were not distributed and all stu- ing late and leaving early would
dents were automatically given two have disrupted attendance taking.

The SGA plan to collect
chapel cards the afternoon of
Dick Gregory's lecture in protest of required chapel was

A

re-(Contin- ued

VOICE

Page Two
CLINICAL NOTE

Compliments Comrades
The threat to THISTLE funds sent shivers through neighboring
INDEX and VOICE offices for we have developed a certain pride in
the success of our brother, the "all new literary magazine" sold as
Rabadash. The change in format, style and management are steadily
fulfilling the promise and potential of a literary magazine with more
than quarterly frequency as a necessary and appreciated outlet for
creativity on campus.
This being the year for change among publications, Mike Allen's
are also encouraging in
comments on a new INDEX format-conten- t
the direction of a more expressive presentation of yearbook material.
The announcement that last year's yearbook will be available within
a few weeks will be greeted by sighs of "at last" or indifference by
now, but the announcement conceals the efforts to surmount unpredictable delays and unfortunate mistakes and turn them into a very
successful finished product.
An ad hoc committee on review of publications headed by Tom
Qareson of the English Department will be examining all three publications from many points of view this next semester. Editors Morgan and Allen must certainly be given credit for promising and giving
new life to their respective publications. May their funds and freeM.J.
dom be continued with compliments.

The Fog Of Discretion

Friday, January 10, 1969

HoHoro To The
"YOU'RE A COLLEGE PROFESSOR"

To the Editor:
I have just received my issue
of the Nov. 15 VOICE, anxious
to read about the development of

the ideas concerning the upcoming proposals for academic change.
Reading the article about the open
discussion between faculty and
students sponsored by the EAC,
and responding favorably to the
tone of the article and the ideas
being tossed around, I came upon
the following quote by the acting
head of the Psychology Depart-men- t,
concerning introductory
courses oriented toward methodo
logy, teaching the methods of obtaining facts in a particular field,
as the means of establishing format
for theory:
Students dont approve of this approach; it is too
professional and directed towards
majors only. The Psych, department, however, is projecting such
a course."

.

Sleepy Sell No Sell
.

hirh school senior and potential Wooster student said, in a
conversation over Christmas recess, that she had been discouraged
by what a Wooster Admissions director had to say for the College
when he had talked to her. She said he seemed tired of traveling
and of talking about the College and made it sound a dull cold place
A

intellectually and socially. This is an amazing impression for a
school with a new student union and in the midst of potentially
exciting curricular changes. More power to the potential student
who seeks more than one person's impressions of a school though it
is odd that the student's should be more enthusiastic than an Admissions director's whose job it is to sell the school to prospective
M.J.
students. But that's everybody's job.
GUANO

you Waited, Wandered
by Ken Schultz

It was strange in a lot of
ways. Everybody just sat and
waited. Waited in the knowledge that it should be worth it,
and in the hope that, at least
this once, reality could live up
to expectation. You sat in the
front, and got more and more
,

crowded as people kept coming in.
Or you sat in the back and hoped
that this day would be different:
that no one would start snoring
in the row in front of you, that
everyone would keep quiet today.
There was apparantly trouble with
the sound system, and you hoped
like hell that it could be fixed in
time.
You wondered, as the wait
lengthened, why there had been
no one handing out attendance
cards when you came in. Was it
that "they" figured that everybody
would come and were willing to
save a lot of busywork by giving
everyone credit. Or was it that
"they" thought it a clever way to
take the wind out of the SGA's
sails: if there were no cards to
turn in, there were no cards to
send to Drushal. And you had
plenty of time to reflect. And to
socialize. Or to throw airplanes,
or play gin. Things looked bad.
And then they got worse. It
was getting time for sixth hour,
and they were telling you that

nothing could be done. Except to
ring the Chapel bell when, and if,
he came. So you started for the
Shack and a cup of coffee in the
hopes that the bell could be heard
down there. You got out in front
of the Chapel and there was a
car, white, I think, honking wildly
at the crowd of departing students.
You knew it was NOW. And you
went rushing and shoving back
in to get your seat. If you were
lucky you got a better one than
before. The bell rang, and again
you waited.
Then there was some girl in a
short skirt saying that Solomon
Oliver would introduce the speaker. And Solomon came out, and
he could hardly wait to get thru
with the introduction, and you
could hardly wait for him to get
thru with the introduction. And
you knew the waiting would be
worth it.
Then the man came out Peace
and Black Power.
He talked of being white or
black. Of the reasons for the
present violent actions of the
blacks; of the power of your age
group; of voting at 18 (or 17).
He talked of ending the war; of
cigarettes, and of the pill. But
he didn't throw any bullshit at
you. He told you straight. He
was just damned articulate.
You had waited an hour, and
(Continued on Page 6)

OPPORTUNITY AND RESPONSIBILITY

lived called life. liant people there. There are real
Go as many times as it takes, people there. And you re talking
and stay at it until you can really to them.
feel the fact of the separateness
Some day, let it hit you that
and individuality of each person, you'd better make this one chance
until a sense of awe is the only count because only the smallest
feeling you have in the face of percentage will be back for anthis throbbing, living, youthful other semester, another course, ancollection of some of the greatest other chance for you' and your
people in the country. Not disgust; words to make the next 50 years
not superiority; not
of their lives happier, maybe, or
but awe, love, the feeling clearer, or filled with a little greatthat you'd be lucky to share, even er understanding of themselves and
for a moment, in the richness of the life they're just on the road to
the flow you've let go by for these fulfilling.
many years.
Look at the beginning of adultAnd when you've accomplished hood, and take another look at
this, then remember your unique those faces before they've left your
position in the life of this country words for the last time and begin
and in the lives of those you've to live without your ever having
grown to respect: you're a college a chance to fill their lives again.
professor. If you're good, you can You're their college professor.
influence those lives about you ; You've loved something and know
you can add to the richness, per- it well enough that you've earned
haps make it more accessible to the right to be paid for enriching
one who has not had as much the lives of your students. You're
experience, who has not been ex- a college professor, baby. And
posed to the multitude of ways you're not measured in terms of
of looking at life as you have. the number of graduate students
You're a college professor. Then produced by your department or
come to your classes. You direct by the number of facts you can
the way in which they will spend push down people's throats in 50
a portion of their time. They listen minutes, but in terms of the richto your words, and they are cap- ness you've added to the lives of
able of responding.
your students. And don't you forget
it. Don't forget it for one
Look at them one day in a lecprecious
minute you have when
ture, take a long look. Some sit
there and put you on the line your words fill the time and the
with the very look they direct at thought of a single person. It's too
you. Some are more concerned big a responsibility to be forgotten,
with looking cool than listening to and too big an opportunity to be
you. Some write notes, some let- wasted.
Bill Cross
ters, some poems. There are beautiful people there. There are bril
Class of '68

this thins: once

Excuse the following remarks
The terminal contract, as predictably regular as winter flu
Fickle Finger of Fate award, has been presented to for being slightly behind the flow
or Laugh-In'- s
Floyd Lawrence this year. The conditions are similar to those of of events. But I have a few words
the past few years; a legitimate though debatable professional failing to say.
blanketed by personal factors which protects the case from general
Specifically,
I would like to
and honest discussion without embarrassment to an already injured
make the following suggestion to
party.
the
man who spoke the words and
The "official" reason is failure to obtain a doctorate over a period
those
of the faculty who share
to
of time previously agreed upon. The question is not the Ph.D. itself,
the
in which the remark
spirit
it seems, for one member of the Staff and Tenure Committee the
Stand sometime in the
made:
was
other dav explained that they are a dime a dozen in the area of
rush of the students when convoEnglish (a statement which reflects poorly on the significance of
;
.!
cation
period is over, or in the
...'
-.1
i
t is tne
.i quesuon
tne degree ) . iwr
precisely uie aui vit uvi uuuumug hallway
during the busy between-clas- s
the degree for even if it were obtained by June '69 or '70 the conmadness. Feel their bodies
tract would not, apparently, be renewed. The question is rather brush
by you, watch their faces,
fog, the fog of discretion and indiscretion which seldom lifts for
try to grasp the feeling of being
clarity or justice.
surrounded by a group of minds,
Floyd Lawrence is generally liked and respected by students
by a thousand personalities with
and close associates; it leaves one wondering if this is a consideration
a thousand different outlooks on
in contract renewal, and then one wonders who will be next? M. J.

.11

idiior

non-comprehensi-

on;

THE WAR: FIGHTING WITH SOLUTIONS,

To the Editor:
While attending the College of
Wooster last year, I spent very
few hours meditating on the controversial problems the "in"
students of Wooster were concerned with. Such issues as the Delts
vs. the "lizards", the war in Viet
Nam, and girls' hours seemed to
be the big newsmakers of 1967
and 68, along with many other
"big" problems that plagued the
minds of our "brain children."
But as my life at the College
came to an end in the spring of
'68, I was faced with a decision
of where to go now. I decided to
take a break from school and fulfill
my military obligation. At that
time, I was definitely anti-wabut reasoned I could not actually
judge such issues as war and Vietnam without ever being affiliated
with either.
r,

When June 27, 1968 rolled
around I was Pvt. E-- l Gary Ford,
enlisted in the U.S. Army as a
Medical Corpsman. After three
days of shock and standing in
lines, rushing began for Officers
Candidate School. I was one of 10
men accepted out of 300.
We left the reception center for

our respective basic training centers and on to see the Army at
its best. Gradually I began to realize that my feelings about the
war in Vietnam were very justified, and I believed all my
thoughts to be true and valid.
Times of depression were frequent
throughout basic and advanced
training. I usually let my thoughts
ride from one time of depression
to another.

NOT IGNORANCE

decided against OCS and two days good and kindness to change the
later had orders for Vietnam.
system, not by ignorance, violence,
and mass degendrugs, love-in'Now the question of what to do
eration of the principles and cussay I won't fight and spend five
toms that have long been part of
years in Leavenworth doing good
our great country. We who befor no one, or go to Vietnam, shoot
lieve that killing is wrong in any
over the heads of the Viet Cong,
case must offer our help in proand possibly cause the death of a
moting peace throughout the
friend for doing this? This is a
world; show the controlling body
big decision every male student
what can be accomplished in the
must make.
areas of poverty, disease, and huThe remainder of this letter I man conflict all causes of war
dedicate to Bob Bonthius and any and eventual bloodshed. Until we
student who holds the same beliefs show the world men can live in
toward killing another human be- peace, we are fighting a losing
ing. There is only one way to battle by telling them war is
beat the Army when it comes to wrong for any reason. There must
helping mankind rather than kill- be a way to end human conflict.
ing him become a Conscientious If not, we have all been reading
Objector (CO). Once in the Army, and following the wrong Book.
it is too late. Even the medics in
To sum up in a few words: We
Vietnam carry M 16 rifles and are
forced to use them when evacuat- cannot fight ignorance with ignoring the wounded from combat ance. If we sit and spend our lives
arguing over present policies and
zones.
ruin our lives by saying "Hell No,
So if you say, "Hell No, I Won't We Won't Go," and offer
no soluGo" and you do not have CO tions and make
no efforts for
status, you will spend five years solving the problems of war ex
behind bars doing nothing for cept by refusing to fight, we are
anyone. Don't ever think you can just as ignorant as those who say
beat the Army, because as a single we must be in Vietnam.
person it is impossible to do. It
will take a mass movement of
Gary Ford
s,
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Association. Entered as second class matter in the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio.
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MARK JOHNSON Editor
My emotions reached a peak
ROSEMARY MENNINGER
Associate Editors
JOSH STROUP
during my first leave in Novem
ber. During this leave I had to BOB CRANE, Business Manager
AL UNGER, News Editor
decide whether to be an officer VICKY GARRET, Exchange Editor
PAUL MEYER, Sports Editor
and so be responsible for the lives PETE HARVESON, Advertising Mgr. HARRY SZE, Photography Editor
of other men, some a lot older, BARRY BIZOT, Cartoonist
DOUG LINTON, Circulation
some with children of their own, Stag: Dave Berkey, Steve Buchwalter, Tom Fitt, Tom Hilt, Dick Horn,
Meredith Menk, Ohan Hovsepdan, Bill White, Betsy Ridge, James Taylor,
and some who felt the same way
Rick Rider, Karen Wehger, Marty Conger, Joy Schrock, Murph Scoville,
1 did. It was a very big decision,
Linda Taylor, Robert Jimison, Julia Osborn, Anita Buonpane, Susan
but one I knew I must make. I
Farnsworth, Henry Caldwell, Betsy Baumann, Sue Leach.
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Gregory Gaunt
But Blasts fools'

Political Seminars, Riots, I.S.
Combine In Capital Semester

by Steve Buchwalter

by Stephen Oesch

A gaunt Dick Gregory, in
fast,
the 16th day of a
told Wooster students their
generation was the "most mor40-da- y

w

r

.

v 1 :.

5 t
ir:v.;'.
ally dedicated and committed
generation in the history of
the country," as he spoke to
a full chapel for over an hour
Friday afternoon, Dec. 20.
These are but two examples of
,

who calls himThe
President-in-exile
self the write-i- n
of the United States addressed himself to the "big job" that he sees
ahead for young people.
"Keep your eyes open," he
said as a warning against the lies
and tricks the "old fools" have
been using for years. He cited
as an example the
(Democratic) attempt to say that
Chicago didn't happen and asked
that his audience compare the
morality of the hippies and yippies
to that of the Shriners or the Wall
Street girl watchers.
ex-comedi-

an

post-conventi-

on

Gregory asserted the big job
facing young people is to clean
up the moral pollution of America,
the most morally degenerate nation on earth. "We must become
as frightened of injustice here at
home as we are of communism
abroad," he said. Also, youth
must understand the system they
will be bucking "America is run
by the capitalists not by the con
stitution."
Educational institutions came
under attack for indoctrinating instead of educating. Gregory blam
ed the colleges boards of direc
tors, which he said are composed
of capitalists, not educators.
(Continued on Page 6)
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College from Diversity House,
Cleveland. What must seem
initially amusing to a few is
inevitably going to lead to a
great deal of mutual grief.
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increasingly popular graffiti,
the above example to be found
on the library and the one to
the right on the gymnasium.
Now added to the catalogue is
the numeral 74 on Galpin Hall,
an egg o nthe back of a Lowry
Center statute and a not to be
prized nor prided obscenity
printed across the face of a
painted portrait on loan to the
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During second semester of last
year, four Wooster students, Betty
Jane Cocuzza,
Virginia Fohl,
Karen Hogue, and I, participated
in the Washington Semester Program at the American University
in Washington, D.C. The program
consisted of six credit hours of
seminars with various government
officials, lobbyists, and other men
involved in political activities.
Each student also took three to six
credit hours of elective courses at
the American University, plus
writing Independent Study.
We went to Washington expecting great things and we were not
disappointed, at least not too dis'I
appointed. The first surprise came
when my fellow Wooster students,
not all of whom were political
science majors, discovered that
they would have to do a political
I.S.
science, process-oriente- d
Doubts about the quality of the
program began as we experienced
several of its weaknesses, such as:
rl a long reading list of extremely

hti.ii

.

Better Preparation Ana1 Efficiency

Predicted Food Service Progress
by Al linger, Tom Fitt, Betsy Baumann

Food Service is an integral
part of the College of Wooster, owned and operated by the
College. It has been, and will
be, the focus of controversy
on the campus. Whenever there
is a judgment based on personal
opinion, there will be conflict. In

Alumni Kept Up To Date As Students

an effort to get all sides of the
argument, VOICE went to administrators and students to more fully
understand the workings of this
organization.

centralization. Where in past years
if a problem arose in the system,
the correction would have to be
made at the Kittredge, Babcock,
Holden and Kenarden kitchens,
today all that has to 'be done is
Dr. Hans Jenny was interviewed perfect the operation in two.
about the economic aspects of
Palmer also mentioned some
Food Service. Today the student
Colthe
problems
peculiar to a small, prifor
board
at
pays $520
lege; roughly 18 percent of the vately affiliated college in the area
$2,864 total cost of attending of food service. The College of
Wooster. The cost of board has Wooster receives no federal aid or
government subsidy food. When
remained stable since the 1964-6school year, but it will probably asked if a private company would
rise next year due to inflationary better operate Food Service, Paltrends of the U.S. markets and ris- mer reminds us that caterers provide only management and organiing labor rates.
Jenny emphasized that Food zation. Under the present system,
Service is flexible. There are no the College has the experienced
hard, fast rules followed in the management of Howard Deel and
smooth running organizaoperation. Mr. Deel is open to sug- a fairly
tion. True, at the beginning of the
gestions, if they are properly reschool year, things were a bit unsearched and can show definite adin the new Lowry Center Dinvantages over the present system. easy
ing Room, but a few months of
One important advantage of settling have improved the once
closing the kitchens of Babcock, immovable cafeteria lines.
Holden and Kenarden is that now,
Student reaction to Food Service
we are able
says Jenny,
n
is
generally optimistic. The
to put more money into the food.
see improvement over
The expenses of maintaining and
The freshmen still repast
years.
staffing three kitchens, as opposed
member
their
mothers' home cookto one complex at Lowry, have
been rechanneled to the students ing and are less inclined to give
own benefit. The cafeteria opera any form of praise to the College's
tion itself is a money saving de- setup. Of late, the variety offered
vice. Less staff is needed than in by the Service should be comthe serving situation in the halls mended. The 1965 SGA report
last year. Supplies are also saved severely criticized the menu's lack
because such large quantities are of diversity. This fault has been
somewhat overcome.
not needed. There is little waste.
5

Spealik On Closed Doors, Beer In LC
by Linda Taylor

In an attempt to close the
gap between the Wooster campus and alumni, students are
assisting faculty members in
Alumni Club presentations
throughout the country.
The program was initiated when
Chris Adair and Helen George accompanied Dr. Hoffman to the
New Philadelphia, Ohio, Alumni
Club meeting. According to Ed
Am, Director of Alumni Relations,
half of the 30 clubs holding Wooster Day celebrations have heard
students lecture and answer questions independently, or in conjunction with a professor. . Students
were previously only used as entertainment for Alumni Clubs.
Reactions of students and clubs
have varied. Trevor Sharp, SGA
President, accompanying President
Drushal to the Chicago Alumni
Club meeting last October, spoke
on changes at Wooster such as the
effects of the Union and revised
women's hours. He also mentioned
the closed door open house policy
then being formulated and the

suggestion of serving beer in the
Union.
In discussion with alumni that
followed, particular questions arose
pertaining to the recruitment of
black students and curriculum
changes. The alumni, Sharp said,
seemed particularly interested in
these changes at Wooster and students' demands on campus.
Herb Stetzenmeyer spoke and
showed slides about the archaeological expedition to Pella for
alumni clubs in Youngstown, Lima
and Canfield, Ohio. Afterward he
fielded questions about architecture on campus, the number of
hippies, curriculum changes, and
the junior year abroad programs.
The alumni, according to Stetzenmeyer, seemed more concerned
with Wooster as it was rather than
Wooster as it is now.
Other students who have spoken
include Anne Underwood who assisted Dr. Calhoun before the New
York City Club and Bonnie Enke
who accompanied Dean Cropp to
an alumni meeting in Coluinbus.
Bill Exline and Sol Oliver spoke
to two Ohio alumni clubs.

"...

upper-classme-

Food Service is a
or
ganization within the structure of
the College. If, at the end of the
year, Food Service shows a pro
fit, the sum is given to help subnon-prof- it

sidize other activities (e.g. scholarships, campus, equipment) .
Arthur Palmer, Business Manager of the College, pointed out
a major advantage of our system
today. Since meals are only served
in Lowry and Kittridge there is a

SiTS.
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mixed quality and a required jour- nal which had to be 70 plus, single-space- d
pages of mere regurgitations of our speakers' lectures.
However, the good points of the
program often compensated for the
weaknesses. Just a few of the benefits are: having seminars with such
people as Chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee, Wilbur Mills, Associate Justice William 0. Douglass, Attorney General Ramsey Clark, and Director of
the Selective Service, Lt. General
Lewis B. Hershey; having the opportunity to conduct private interviews with government officials
ranging from lower echelon paper
shufflers to Senators and Assistant
Departmental Secretaries; having
the chance to become acquainted
with over 100 very interesting and
unusual students on the Program.
Many of the educational benefits of the semester came not from
the organized program, but from

our personal experiences in Washington. The most valuable experience for many of us came from remaining in Washington during the
April civil disorders.
On the day the disorders began
in full scale, all of the seminar
group had a meeting in downtown
Washington. Thus, we were caught
in the mass exodus of whites from
the central city. All of Washington's streets, jammed by overcrowded buses and cars, immediately became one way toward the
safety of the suburbs. From car
windows smoke could be seen
slowly encircling the Capitol, making the event even more frightening.

During those days, Washington
became an occupied city. One became accustomed to seeing soldiers
stationed at every other corner.
Congress was careful to insure its
safety by ringing itself with a
cordon sanitaire of riot police and
troops. Unfortunately, many people may find themselves becoming
accustomed to these sights during
the next few years.
For these, and many other reasons, the Washington Semester
Program was a frustrating, but a
very beneficial educational experience. Anyone interested in finding
out more about the Program for
the school year 1969-7- 0 should see
Dr. Baker in Kauke 114.
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SCOTS DROP
by Paul Meyer
VOICE Sports Editor

Another three losses and a 74-5- 3
win over Augustana in the
Wooster Classic during vacation
dropped the Scot cage slate to
but head coach Van Wie is
"more optimistic now than when
the season opened."
That statement was a bit of a
shocker. How could things look
good at this stage? "After all,"
pointed out the coach, "we're undefeated in '69!" Then Van Wie
2--

8,

fo)
u JUUH

became serious. "We're through
the roughest part of the schedule.
It certainly can't get any worse.
I knew we would have this period
of experimenting and we've had
some pleasant surprises."
Van Wie mentioned forward
Dick Cornwell as an example.
Corawell, a sophomore, has captured a regular berth on the club,
is averaging 13 points a game, and
leads the team with a 56 percent
field goal mark.
"We're beginning to put things
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together now," continued the jumped off to a 42-2- 6
halftime
coach, "and I still fed that we'll lead, and rolled easily to its win
be a pretty solid ball club."
over the Scots. Dinger was high for
the game with 28; Thompson had
Wooster opened the second half
16. Buffalo had beaten Penn State
of the season last Wednesday night
earlier in the week and had lost
at Hiram, plays at Ohio Wesleyan to Syracuse the night
before. Van
tomorrow night, and entertains Wie termed the
victors "the best
Mt. Union next Wednesday night.
outside shooters we'll see all year."
The Bishops of Wesleyan stand
BUFFALO (83)
Krem- Nelson
Vaughan
Wayman
on the season, including an blos
Nowak
Williams
overwhelming 108-5victory over
Scherrer
Fuerch
Walker
Western Reserve last Saturday
Eberle
Totals
night. Leading the OWU attack are
WOOSTER (64)
Thompson
Dave Eyrich and Chip Rosser, Cornwell
Tubbs 0, Dinger
Walz
Langhurst
each of whom are capable of
Baab Totals
nights. Van Wie describes
Halftime: Buffalo 42, Wooster 26.
Wesleyan as "the most driving
team we'll face. And they scrap.
Scots Win, Lose Thompson
They're always pushing and digThe Scots' second win of the
ging. They're not much from the
season over Augustana was paid
outside, but they really put their
heads down and go to the basket." for by the loss of Thompson for up
to three weeks. Wooster's 6-- 7 jun
Mount is a deliberate team with ior forward sustained torn knee
good size. The Raiders have vet- ligaments in a collision under the
erans Tom Gorham and Tom Hare basket. Van Wie thinks Rich will
back and have come up with a be ready for the Hope game on
good
freshman center in Doug Jan. 25.
1-0-

3-- 5

3-0- -6,

8-3--

4-1-

8-3-- 19,

19,

0)i7fl G
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by Paul Meyer
VOICE

Sporti Editor

The college football season is nearly over finally. Only the
Senior Bowl tomorrow remains on a schedule that began in September and included games every Friday and Saturday. It's not the
regular season that is so long; it's the seemingly endless stream of
Bowl contests at the end.

3-2-

-8,

0

0-4- -4,

2-2-

3-0-

2-0- -4,

-6,

34-15--

-6;

83.

5-6-- 16,

3-2-

7DG0

-2,

-9,

20-poi- nt

1--

1--

0-2,

0-- 2;

This season was the 100th for college football and there must
be at least one Bowl game for each year. People are bored stiff with
all this superfluous action, at the conclusion of the season. It wouldn't Mason.
be quite so bad if each game weren't on the tube, but every SaturDuring' the vacation, the Scots
day for almost two months there were at least three games on and
Unithat's too many. One might say hat fans are literally Bowled over. lost to Buffalo State 78-7y
versity of Buffalo 83-6and
Of course, there are a few post-seastilts that bear watch77-7- 5
in the chamnionshiD
ing. Probably the most important this year was Ohio State's same of the Classic. MacMurrav
clash with Southern California. At stake was a national champion- upset Akron the night before and
ship. Even though the Buckeyes had been officially crowned is ranked 15th
in the latest small
champ by the United Press, the Associated Press polled everyone college poll.
again after New Year's Day and if Southern Cal had won, most
Dinger's 30 Go for Nothing
likely the Trojans would have captured the top spot. Besides,
Tom Dinger exploded for his
it wouldn't seem quite cricket if OSU couldn't handle the No. 2
third
night of the season
team.
Buffalo State, but despite
But Woody Hayes and his troops proved beyond doubt that the against
scots
the
54.5 percent shootinsr.
Bucks were the best team in the nation in 1968, and we congratulate
the New Yorkers were able to win.
them. Southern Cal was a fine club, but it was built around 0. J.
Buffalo State won the srame at the
Simpson and had few other offensive guns. Ohio State did a good
foul line by sinking 30 of 46.
job containing him (except for one time!) and the Trojans showed
compared to Wooster's 15 of 19.
little firepower outside of the Heisman Trophy winner.
"This was probably our best
Simpson's
touchdown run in the second quarter was
game to date," said Van Wie.
perhaps the most exciting scoring play of Bowl Day. That single
burst demonstrated why Simpson will be the first to go in the annual Lornwell did a ereat iob for ns.
scoring points and holding their
draft later this month. The Buffalo Bills have the initial pick and
star (Randy Smith)' to just three
should grab the Trojan workhorse. If they do, no doubt it will take
held goals (in 22 attempts)."
a lot of Buffalo's bills to get his name scrawled on a contract.
Rich Thompson had 13 Doints.
the only other Scot in twin digits.
BUFFALO STATE (78)
Piorkowski
Another Ohio grid team fared a little worse than the Buckeyes.
Smith
DePrlest
Ohio University's Bobcats fell victim to a powerful Richmond passing
Koslowskl
Borschel
Bihr
attack and dropped a 49-4- 2
decision. One of the odd things about
Totals
this outcome was that even though Richmond won, Ohio was ranked
WOOSTER (75)
Thompson
9, Baab
higher in the final AP poll. The Spiders appeared to be the top Cornwell
Dinger
Wall
Tubbs
Langhurst
offensive team among Bowl participants. A close second would be
Bone
Creasap
Totals
the Bobcat secondary only it was offensive in quite another way.

9-10- -28,

-8,

21-22--

1-

3-5,

64.

years, we're being out- rebounded, said the coach.
Larry Hackenberg: came off the
bench to give the Scots 14 badly-neede- d
points and Van Wie said,
It looks like Hack is ready to
help us now." Hackenbersr hit six
of 10 from the floor.
Dinger, though hampered by a
sore hip and a bruised eye, had
18 points, yet did not shoot a foul
during the entire game, which
might be the first time that has
happened since he has been at
Wooster.
Wooster's Dinger and Cornwell
were named to the
first
team.

seven

All-Class-

MacMURRAY

Mac-Murra-

4,

on

30-poi-

80-yar-

nt

22,

3-3-

-9,

3-1-

6-2-- 14,

0-2-

6-12--

-2;

24-30-7-

-7,

24,

8.

5-3-- 13,

7-5-

-1

2-0-

0-0- -0,

0-1- -1,

1--

1

-4,

2-0- -4,

1--

2-6--

30,

7-3--

WOOSTER
3-2-

0-2,

-8,

Grenert
berg

3-8--

14,

Kalb

5-5-- 15,

(75)
Baab

17;

25-27-7-

7.

Corn-we- ll
Bone
Dinger
8,
Bryant
HackenCreasap
5.
Totals

5-0-- 10,

2-1-

3-0-

9-0- -1

6-1--

6-2-- 14,

-5;

-6,

13,

0-1- -1;

34-7-7-

SCOTS WIN THIRD

Wooster 54, Hiram 48
Wednesday
HIRAM

(48)-Caswal-

1--

l

DeMarchi

0-2,

another freshman, Greg Bryant, 3- Farrell
Iverson
on the bench for this one. The Jones
Stephenson
Totals
pair was promoted from the Jay-vee- s
WOOSTER (54)
Baab
Cornwell
before the Classic. Grenert
4- Creasap
Dinger
responded with only two points, Hackenberg
Grenert
Bryant
but the coach calls him "a smart, 5- Totals
Halftime score: Wooster 30, Hiram 18.
steady ball player."
0-- 6,

5-5-- 15,

7-2--

10-10--

2-3-

16,

1--

2-0-

AUGUSTANA (53)
G. Anderson - 2, K. Anderson
Show
O'Melia
Hodgon
Tichener
Michna
Seals
Snow
- 0-Totals
1-

4-1-

5-2-- 12,

-9,

0-3- -3,

2-0-

2-0-

21-11--

2;

Grenert
Langhurst
Totals
1-0-

-4,

Bone

Baab

9-0-- 18,

0-4-

1-0-

-2,

28-18--

-2,

53.

(74)

WOOSTER

1--

Corn-we-

0-2,

Dinger

5-7-- 17,

Thompson
1--

2-0-

ll

8-7-- 23,

Walz

-4,

Hackenberg

0-2,

25-4-5-

-4,

4.

Miltkelsen, Stoehr
Thinclad Captains

-4,

5-5-- 15,

-4,

1-

9-2-- 20,

2-0-

-7,

0-1- 0;

0-

-4,

0-1- -1,

3-1-

Tim Baab had his best game of
the year with 17 points and 10
rebounds. Once again Dinger was
tops with 23.

-7,

0-2;

48.

0-- 8,

1--

0-2;

74.

Wooster Drops Title Game
The Scots scored nine more field
goals and had 19 more rebounds
than MacMurray, yet lost the
championship game of the Mose
Hole Classic 77-7when
canned 27 of 33 free
throws, while the Scots made seven
of the mere 11 they were allowed
Mac-Murra- y

5,

Doug Stoehr and Ed

Mikkel-se- n

were named next year's
cross country
at the
annual College of Wooster cross
country banquet held Dec. 16 in
co-capta-

ins

the Lowry Center.

Other special awards

were

given to Ray Day and Leonard
Miller. Day received a gold
medal for his sixth place in the
Ohio Conference meet this past

season.

SPEND SPRING
VACATION IN

to shoot.

Bryant helped fill the void of
Thompson's
absence by grabbing
Halftime: Wooster 43, Buffalo St. 40.
15 rebounds and scoring 13 points.
Scots Buffaloed Again
Wie is counting on the tall
Van
One final football note. Sunday is the
Super Bowl between
The Universitv of Buffalo ent 38 freshman to aid the Scot board-wor- k
the New York Jets and the Baltimore Colts, and we can't resist
D
from
points
its
two
forwards,
because "for the first time in
a prediction. The Colts should win by three touchdowns, but
if beardless Joe Namath can establish contact often enough with
rs
his trio of fine
George Sauer, Pete Lammons,
and Don Maynard the Colts' galop could be slowed to a trot.
30-15--

5-4-- 14,

5-7-- 17,

Van Wie also started freshman
Mike Grenert at guard and had

d

6-10--

(77)
Peters
Haliburton
Alexander
Totals

Samuel

6-- 6

5,

ic

LONDON

0-2;

75.

on

a

Theatre Tour

pass-snatche-

For Further Information

Amster Shoes
Latest NCAA statistics show the Scot cagers fifth in the nation
among small colleges in free throw shooting. Wooster has converted
191 of 247 tries for a good .773 mark. That's 11 percentage points
better than last year's 67 percent performance. Tom Dinger leads
the way with 65 of 75 for .866. Kenyon, another Ohio Conference
member, is on top with 81 per cent accuracy.
Dinger, incidentally, has hiked his per game average to 24.3,
five points better than last season's. With 243 points in 10 games,
the sophomore star has a good chance to snap the
old record
for most tallies in a campaign held by Bob Voelkel, who got 487
Tom needs to average about 18.5 for the remaining
in 1953-54- .
contests to become the highest scorer in Wooster court history for
a single season. He also has a chance at Tim Jordan's mark for free
throws in a year. Jordan, who starred here in the mid-60'made
134 during the 66-6season; Dinger, with at least 13 games left,
has 65.
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for security due to an increase in
In conjunction with increased
"outsider traffic, some of a probefforts
towards student protection,
lem nature," including peeping
scheme
of the "Five Primary
a
Toms, exhibitionists and muggers.
Areas of Responsibility for the
Solutions to meeting this need Security Program" has been de
are increased lighting and in- vised, listing protection of per
creased staff, said King. The cam sons first. This area includes,
pus is becoming brighter after specifically, (a) campus patrol
dark with added light fixtures, but ling; (b) regular check on wo
an additional staff member is yet men's dormitory areas; (c) investigating thefts and vandalism;
to be found.
(d) emergencies, especially illness
Three officers and a chief make and injury calls; and (e) cooper
up the College's present security ation with local police and fire
force. King would like to add a departments, as well as with local
and state authorities.
"Concern for Property" is sec
ond,- including buildings, athletic
fields, the golf course, emergency
repairs, and fire drills.

Grapplers Compete

is the third area covering Off- Campus Housing." This section

201 East Liberty Street
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stipulates that campus police "visit
each
housing accom
modation once each semester."
This is for health and safety reasons primarily, King explained,
and as a check to see students
are living at their declared adoff-camp-

us

dresses.
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The Wooster wrestling team
travels to our neighbors to the west
tomorrow as Ashland College plays
host to a quadrangular meet involving Adrian, Akron, Ashland
and Wooster.
Wooster coach Phil Shipe
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by Tom Hilt
VOICE Sports Writer
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be-

lieves the meet will be run as a
triple-dua- l
meet, or as a tourna-

ment championship. In a triple-dua- l
meet each wrestler will face
three opponents, one from each
team. In a tournament champion
ship the winners will play the
winners, and the losers will play
the losers, thus each grappler will
wrestle only two matches in a day.
A squad of four juniors and

two seniors has been selected
to represent Wooster at a
bowling tournament to be
held in Dayton, Ohio, Feb.
14-1- 5.

MermenlTake O-- l Slate
Against Hiram, Oberlin
by Dave Berkey
VOICE Sports Writer

Wooster's tankers take an 0-dual meet record into tomorrow's
meet with Oberlin and Hiram at
Oberlin. The home meet that was
scheduled for Wednesday was postponed until Feb. 18. The Scots
were to go against Muskingum.
In action thus far the tankers
took a third at the Great Lakes
College's Association meet at Craw- fordsville, Ind. a week later.
In their only dual meet of the
year, the mermen hosted the Lords
from Kenyon on Dec. 17 and drop
ped a 67-3- 4 decision. The meet was
swamped
with record-breakinperformances. Kenyon's 400-yarmedley relay team lowered their
own previous pool record in this
event with a 3:52.8 clocking. An
other beverance record was esfree-styl- e
tablished in the 500-yarby the Lord's Bill Howard with
5:23.7.
1

Juniors Doug Good, Larry
Lindberg, Bill Metcalf and
George Fitch and seniors John
Stelter and Bill Seese were
chosen. Fitch will serve as the

alternate.
Scouting tomorrow's quad, we
all three of the opposing
teams with average strength. Ashland narrowly defeated Adrian in
an earlier dual meet. Ashland also
placed ninth in the Wilkes College
Chnstmas tournament held over
the holidays.

g

Wooster's fine breaststroker, Bob
Viall, gave Kenyon's OAC champion, Bill Koller, a battle but lost
to Koller's record breaking time
of 2:19.5 by five seconds.
The Scots' Bob Bruce won his
freestyle specialty for the
only Wooster win. Freshman
John Foote established a
school
record in the 200-yarnew
fly with a 2:17.4 clocking. Bruce,
Foote, Jim Cashell and Scott Dun-la- p
set a new varsity mark in the
relay with a 3:31.
50-yar-

d

but-terfly-

d

400-freesty-

le

The next home meet is on Wednesday, Feb. 12 against Akron.

d

Akron was nipped, 21-2in a
with
Ohio
bout
defending
previous
Conference champion Denison. The
Fighting Scots lost to Denison just
Two
before the holidays, 21-1draws in that meet kept Wooster
from winning it.
Asked to comment about the
Denison match, coach Shipe said,
"I think the boys gave quite a
good performance considering that
Denison is the defending Ohio
Conference champion. We're progressing quite well."
0,

Sandwiches to Steak Dinners
Pancakes or Eggs
Served Day and Night
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Especially pertinent to students

BOOK NOOK
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on foot patrol, probably walking
a Holden to Wagner route.

College security men now work
closely with Wooster City Police,
and other local and state authori
ties in special instances. King
hopes to tie campus police into a
two-waradio net with Wooster
Police. Presently, the campus force
two-wa- y
has only an intra-forcsystem.
King pointed up increased needs walkie-talki- e

BOOKS, RECORDS,

-

..

1

Under the new staff structure,
Security is now part of the Dean
of Students' staff rather than
Buildings and Grounds as in the
past. Security officers found themselves tied up with other demands
under the old structure, according
to Howard King, Assistant Dean of
Men and head of the Security Program.

.'-C

-.-

Force

Staff structure changes and fourth officer and is reviewing ap inspection, King asserted, and
would be made during the day.
the search for an additional plicants for the job.
students received writofficer are two efforts now beAn additional officer, King ex ten notice of this procedure before
ing made to further orient the plained, will increase coverage on Christmas.
College's Security Program weekends, when only one man is
Fourth and fifth areas are "Traf
besides making schedu- - fic and Parking Control," and
on
duty,
toward protection of the stumg and vacations easier to cal
Budget and Personnel
dents.
culate. This extra man would be
Off-camp-
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3.95

LIGHT...

C.P.O.

8.95

off they go. The

coats of the season are now
the buys of the year.
What a sale . . . what a way
to stop winter cold.

SHIRTS

USED FIELD JACKETS

3.95
Miscellaneous:

Candles 2.25
Shoe Saver 1.00
Ski Goggles .69
Flight Caps .99
Wool Caps 1.00

WHITEY'S
ARMY & NAVY

Wooster Shopping Center
Open
10-- 9

- Mon.-Thur- s.
- Friday & Saturday
10-- 6

PHONE

262-61- 31

WHY AREN'T YOU BANKING
HERE BY MAIL?
We really enjoy seeing

our

the oftener the better! But

customers-a- nd
if you are making

a special trip into town to bank when you
could be banking here by mail especially
on raw winter days write or ask us for our
free Banking-by-Mai- l
forms right now

The Wayne County National Bank
WOOSTER, OHIO
MEMBER

FDIC

er

VOICE
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Friday, January 10, 1969
MORE ON
MOVIES

RADADASH

Friday: "Sons and Lovers,"
Actually, most Presidents have "I think it is quite a good buy."
CHICAGO
It looks like a
been
using Ford products ever Mr. Weinberger is in the armor- car. It sounds like a car. It goes
like a car. But, really, it's a tank. since Calvin Coolidge switched plating business.
The vehicle in question is a new
Lincoln limousine built for President Johnson and his successor.
It is unlike any car on the road.
First of all, it costs $500,000,
which is about $497,000 more than
most cars go for. And second, it
has some optional extras not available from your nearby dealer.
It has, for instance, a fighter
plane canopy and more than two
tons of armor. This shielding is
designed to stop a .30 caliber rifle
bullet, a barrage of Molotov cocktails, or both. Once inside the six-to- n
car, claims a Ford Motor Co.
spokesman, the President will be
"perfectly safe from a small-scal- e
military attack." The window glass
and the plastic bubble top canopy,
all bullet-prooare thicker than
used in Air
and
plastic
the glass
Force fighter planes.
The limousine runs on four
heavy duty Firestone truck tires.
Inside each tire is a large steel disk
r
with a
thread, which
would allow the limousine to be
driven up to 50 miles at top speeds
with all four tires flat
If the Government were to pay
for the vehicle at $1,000 down and
$100 a month, it could have the
principal paid off entirely in 416
years, just in time for the Demo
cratic convention in the year 2384.
However, Federal bargainers talk
ed themselves into better terms:
they convinced Ford to pick up
the tab and rent the
dollar machine to the Government
for a nominal $100 a month.
f,

hard-rubbe-

half-millio- n

MORE ON

DICK GREGORY
(Continued from Page 3)

from Pierce Arrows because of
According to U.S. Army, a
his friendship with Henry Ford. brand new M-4- 3
A-- l
tank would
The only exception since then was have been
$370,000 cheaper.
franklin Roosevelt, who occasion
ally used a partially bullet-proo-f
MORE ON
Cadillac originally built for Chicago gangster Al Capone.
Inside, the car is like a com
munications control room. A backe
will link the
seat
President to an emergency defense
hookup. There is also a public
address system that the President
could use to speak to crowds
around the vehicle and because
of Mr. Johnson's penchant for
watching all three TV networks at
the same time the car has three
television sets.
radio-telephon-

AWAY!

ce

non-viole-

nt

non-violen-

non-violenc-

(Continued from Page 3)
Most students are realistic in has been a member of the com
their estimations. They realize mittee. The SSC, meeting regularly
that each dining hall is preparing with Howard Deel, director of
for about 700 students (more in Food Service, has been able to in

MORE ON

YOU WAITED

non-violen-

FOOD SERVICE IMPROVEMENTS

Lowry Center) . Seasoning and
personal preferences, are often
slighted. The most common com
plaint is that the food, though of
good quality, is "bland" in its
preparation. Often times, portions
must be doctored up with the
With this "interlude issue" minimal supply of condiments
VOICE retires for another three-wee- k available (salt and pepper).
vacation while staff and
The Thanksgiving meal left most
student body participate in students with a pleasing opinion
ritual murder (euphemistically of Food Service. The candlelight
called final examinations) and effect was, however, ruined by the
the brief respite of semester cafeteria line.
break thereafter. The next issue
Naturally reactions are varied.
of VOICE will appear Feb. 7.
One sophomore suggested more
Deep-Se- a
If the new limousine proves seafood (other than
satisfactory, the Secret Service Dandies") . The introduction of the
probably will order at least one Coke machines was looked on as
more like it. On a national tour, a step in the right direction.
the President often leaps from city
Chris Senior, chairman of the
to city by air too fast for one Student Services Committee, re
car to keep up with him. Two or ports "a general improvement and
more cars could be leapfrogged by willingness to listen by all con
plane to afford him protection in cerned," during the three years he
every city.
But isn't $1 million a lot of
money just for a couple of Presi
A POSIE
dential cars? It all depends on
A DAY
how you look at it. John Wein
MAY KEEP THAT
berger doesn't think the car is
overpriced at all. In fact, he says,
OTHER CAT

Gregory devoted the last section
of his speech to black attitudes.
He called
his personal
(Continued from Page 2)
hang-up- ,
but said white insistence
is in- you listened for two hours. And
that blacks be
sulting and insane. American his- when you left you felt like a per
tory is full of white precedent for son. Even if you were white.
black violence he observed, and Cause you felt there was hope for
the plight of the American Indian the future. Cause he hadn t called
you a racist, and he hadn't been
after 75 years of
shows the kind of respect white patronizing to your youth. He
had talked of black and white,
Americans have for
He turned around the traditional but only as the present concrete
racial slurs and threw them back example of the injustices of the
as he spoke of white hypocrisy on American past and present to
inter-racisex and other topics nearly all minority groups. You
were fired up. And you didn't
pertaining to race.
give a damn about your double
"We need you young folks,"
said Gregory, suggesting that Chapel credit. You had gone to
a Chapel program to hear a good
youth use boycotts to end the VietYou had heard him, and
nam war while at the same time speaker.
he was good. And Chapel fines
questioning youth's willingness to
no longer made any sense . . .
sacrifice in this way. Mr. Gregory
at all!
closed by asking students to par-

7:30 and 9:30 p.m.
Saturday: "Lady from Shanghai," 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.
Both in Mateer Auditorium.
25 cents admission.

The

House of Flowers
262-417-

1

ce

e.

corporate many of the students'
suggestions.

In the autumn of 1965 following
a near riot, the SSC submitted a
report to Galpin. The report con
tained recommendations for reform
of the dining hall operations. With
in the report were recommenda
tions to upgrade food quality and
variety as well as to offer a more
flexible operation. Included were
dining hall hours, meal tickets,
dining, and the ac
commodation of groups leaving
campus on outings. Although Gal- pin's reception of the SSC report
had been cool, to date many of
the recommendations have been
acted upon.
,

off-camp-

(Continued from Page 1)

quest. President Drushal said re
fusal was on the basis of the poor
and possibly even shady financial
history of the literary magazine
which the College has had to bail
out of debt in the past.
Drushal could not recall con
ferences with Morgan last spring
and was unaware of correspond
ence between the Dean of Students
and Morgan earlier this year which
had resulted in the promised funds.
Drushal called the incident an adand promised
ministrative mix-u- p
that a committment of $750 for
first semester costs would definitely
be honored.
In subsequent discussions with
Morgan, Drushal also seemed to
indicate that second semester
funds should and would be made
available in line with the correspondence with the Dean of Stu
dents.
MORE ON

CHAPEL
(Continued from Page 1)

us

noteworthy recommenda
tions, however, have yet to be
completely resolved; that of food
dining.
preparation and
Indications are that these are receiving high priority as Food Ser
vice and Galpin complete the tran
sition to the Lowry Center.
Two

off-camp-

us

"An efficiency expert," recom
mends the SSC report (Nov. '65),
could be brought in from an out
side organization to analyze qua!
ity, efficiency, and to offer any con
structive suggestions. The addi
tion of a consultant or a chef on
a full or part time basis has been
mentioned by some close to Food
Services operation. The improved
facilities and economies of operating only two kitchens enables an
upgrading of the quality of the
menu and its preparation. Although there is an economic fac
tor involved, indications are that
a consultant or chef would be able
to continue the progress already
made.

from a much larger total offering.
Attendance at any particular program is not required.
A minimum participation in the
convocation programs by attendance is viewed as an integral part
of the total experience offered at
The College of Wooster. This aspect of the College program has
been a means of presenting for
those who attend a wide variety
of opportunities to respond both
to guests from outside the College
and to members of the College
who contribute to enjoyment,
learning, the challenge of ideas,
and a sense of awareness of sharing with other members of the
College in appreciation and respect.
A reasonable requirement for
attendance, allowing choice, is a
means of emphasizing the importance of at least a minimum exposure to this phase of the Col-

lege's offerings. In short, attendance at these programs is regarded
as an essential ingredient in the
total experience of the undergraduate years at The College of
Wooster.

Yours truly,
Lawrence Riggs
Dean of Students

FOR DRUGS
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ticipate in the "FEED AMERICANS FOR CHRISTMAS" program.
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A STUDY

AT

BREAK
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Open
24 Hrs.

Dates

Every Day

Sandwiches to Steak Dinners
Pancakes or Eggs
Served Day and Night
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LYRIC II
131 North Buckeye Street
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Flowers Are A Dime
A Dozen .
Bui

iou'll Jfave

And Pick

Liberty St.
Wooiter, Ohio

Wait 7ill

E.

COCCIA HOUSE

Meanwhile, we're here.

EJoosJgp .'Floral

PIZZA
Spaghetti

Ravioli
m
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764 Pittsburgh Avenue
Phone

"2001 A

pMncj,

kem y&uUety.

ri rt

WOOSTER, OHIO
262-713-

ft.

123 East Liberty Street
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SPACE ODYSSEY"
SCREEN ACHIEVEMENT

Closed Tuesdays

in

Open 'til 2 a.m.

SCIENTIFIC

The House of Diamonds
1 830 Cleveland Rd., Wooster

Biggest Variety
In Town
KEENEY'S CAFETERIA

TAKE

Place

WATCHES

"Closest to the Campus'

WONDER

&

Sunday

30

to 50

OFF

Friday and Saturday
Store-wid- e

Week Days: 7 and 9:30
Continuous Saturday

Markdown Mayhem

Year-en- d

Sundays
CARRY-OU- T

PIZZA ONLY

Clearance

